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“Red Hat” Purse Clip
As seen in the Rings & Things 2007-08 wholesale catalog

Created by: Amy Scalise

Suggested Materials:
Qty. Stock Name
 2            #43-392-1 38mm eight-chain tassels, white
 1 #30-310-1 Large auto-close clip, white
 1 #23-224-891 4mm ultrafinish round glass bead, black/purple
 1 #23-205-232 3x5mm three-sided oval glass bead, red
 2 #43-132-AS Tiny cast bead caps, antiqued silver
 3/4" #40-099-03-1 5mm hammered long/short curb chain, white
 1 #37-299-11 5mm twisted round jump ring, sterling silver
 1 #37-299-02 9x10.5mm twisted oval jump ring, sterling silver
2 #37-715-1 1.5" thin eye pins, white
7        #37-113-1 4mm round jump rings, white
1 #21-896-001-B 6mm faceted round gemstone, amethyst
6 49-946-## Various “red hat” charms

Tools:  Ruler, chain nose pliers, side or flush cutters

TIP:  These instructions are for the hodge-podge design shown. We will walk you through creating a total of three “dangles” to attach
to your clip. Feel free to attach each charm and chain dangle in your own fashion—all of the fun is in the “unorganized” and not-so-
symmetrical design!

To make this design:
1. Attach the twisted oval jump ring to the jumbo clip.

2. Use an eye pin to create a link with a bead cap, an ultrafinish bead, another cap and the oval red bead. Finish the link by making a
second eye pin loop on the end. Attach a charm and a jump ring to the end of that loop. Add a tassel to that jump ring.
Finally, attach two more charms to any chain on the tassel using jump rings.

3. Now connect the entire dangle to the twisted oval jump ring.

4. Use the 5mm twisted round jump ring, attach the first link of hammered curb chain to the twisted oval jump ring.
Also add the second tassel to the small twisted jump ring.

5. Use an eye pin to create a second link, similar to the one in step 2. Add the 6mm faceted amethyst bead and create a second loop,
adding yet another fun charm. Now add this link to the end of your hammered chain.

6. Finish by using your jump rings to add the 2 remaining charms to the second tassel from step 4.


